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By Edgar Jepson

Witches Almanac, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Wilfred Jones (illustrator).
Language: English . Brand New Book. Wander the magical world of the Valley of Fine Fleeces with a
fascinating cast of characters. Meet Big Anna, keeper of both the pagan flame and Cross; a Princess
aflame for a strange lover; an Egyptian Priest, steward of mysteries; Friar Paul, lean and sinister; and
Saccabe the Black Goat, Father of Many Flocks. Above all you will encounter the mysterious
Shepherd of supernatural radiance, among whose curls nestle two small soft horns. Events
converge in the forest on Midsummer Eve at full moon as celebrants arrive with meat, bread and
wine for the Feast. The Wise Ones recognize the Horned Shepherd as an ancient fertility god who
should be sacrificed to enrich the land.The first issue of The Horned Shepherd, a novella, had a print
run of only one hundred copies. The book was reissued in 1927 with the superb Wilfred Jones
woodcuts, a perfect match of text and illustration. The new Witches Almanac version of The Horned
Shepherd, available after decades, offers readers who enjoy the supernatural a chance to catch up
with this Jepson classic.Beautiful woodcuts by Wilfred Jones enhance...
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ReviewsReviews

A brand new e-book with a new viewpoint. I actually have read and so i am certain that i am going to gonna read again once more later on. I am quickly
could get a pleasure of studying a published ebook.
-- Anastasia Kerluke-- Anastasia Kerluke

This book could be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to tell you that here is the
best book we have read through inside my personal lifestyle and could be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Miss Concepcion Gusikowski DDS-- Miss Concepcion Gusikowski DDS
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